
BLOOPY

Why have you decided for Worms?

With the customization of terrains and schemes and things, the possibilities are endless, and it allows people 
to be creative. It’s a game that you never get bored of, and playing online is a good way to make friends.

When did you start playing Worms?

1996

How much time do you spend playing Worms?

No time any more, I’ve been too distracted by other things to play video games lately.

How long does it take you to code, make website etc.?

You can spend all your spare time on it if you like. I like paying attention to the little details, so I take longer 
than the average person.

Your beloved weapon?

Suicide Bomber, because it looks funny when the worm inflates.

Favourite scheme?

Battle Race

Favourite speech?

Happy Days (Worms 3D)

Do you or do you not use WormKit? Why?

No, but only because I haven’t been using WA lately.

Your vision of WA in 5 years?

It will still be the best game on the planet. There’ll be some more great improvements, and maybe I will be 
playing it some more!

AFK hobbies?

Listening to music, seeing bands play live, watching movies and TV.

Favourite book?

Don’t have one. I read books more often when I was younger, and there isn’t one which stands out.

Favourite movie?

I’ll list a few… Bad Taste, Pulp Fiction, The Birds, Milk & Money, Mulholland Drive.

Favourite food?

Ice cream, especially if it has chocolate pieces in it!

Favourite drink?

Pepsi or similar sweet cola, or maybe fruit juice.

Your annoying habbits?

Being lazy and procrastinating. Trying to think of jokes all the time.

Your idol?

Anyone who makes an impact on history by breaking the traditional rules and doing something in their own 
unconventional way. For example: Luigi Russolo (music), Marianne Moore (poetry), Captain Beefheart (music), 
David Lynch (film directing), and Rodney Mullen (skateboarding).

Life motto?

The universe is much bigger than you.

Place you’d like to visit?

Anywhere there’s rollercoasters, or monolithic structures such as the Panama Canal and Egyptian Pyramids.

What makes you laugh?

Lots of things, but my favourite is the moments in movies or on TV where the characters are being serious 
but it’s funny to us because they are so dysfunctional. The Sopranos is a good example of this, because the 
characters get so crazy and irrational when they’re angry.



The most stupid question you’ve ever been asked:

I don’t really remember, but it seems stupid when a person sees my long hair from behind and mistakes me 
for a girl when they ask me a question!


